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Salaam to all brothers and sisters,
here we shall clearly witness one of the greatest historic Event, in the whole history of Humankind,
that has spectacularly taken place in our Final Age now,
in this most specific respect here, now here thus:
===============

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in that greatest historic Event
that has spectacularly taken place (in the year:

"1969"), in this most specific respect

now here =QURAN TESTAMENT 84/1819)
and also within their own selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

QURAN TESTAMENT

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.
41/53

===============
__________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that

"Our Signs (=Ayatina)" above is directly related to
the "Reminder" (="Dhikra" ) herein, first of all (=6/"68"),
this most specific term:

and

"19" coded,

that

"Reminder" (="Dhikra") here (=74/2630, "31"), from the very beginning!

"SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" of/in QURAN TESTAMENT is

__________________________________________________________________________

So here are those most essential and exclusive Verses
in which this greatest historic Event/Achievement by humankind above
has thus clearly been foretold by our LORD

ALLAH,

in QURAN TESTAMENT, even from the very Beginning,
in this most specific respect, now here:

==================
18 And "the Moon" (=in Arabic: "alQamar") as it grows to its fullness.
19 (So), you will "absolutely ride" (=in Arabic: "latarkabunna") layer upon layer (of/ n altitudes,
when go ng up to that "Moon" above from here, and then also when return ng from there).

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No. 84, Verses No. 1819

==================
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_11
VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Apollo 11 was the spacefl ght that landed the f rst two humans on the Moon.
M ss on commander Ne l Armstrong and p lot Buzz Aldr n landed the lunar module Eagle,
on July 20, 1969.
.........
Armstrong became the f rst to step onto the Lunar surface (there n) s x hours later on July 21,
Aldr n jo ned h m about 20 m nutes later.
They spent about two and a quarter hours together outs de the spacecraft, and collected 47.5 pounds
(21.5 kg) of Lunar mater al to br ng back to Earth.
M chael Coll ns p loted the command module Columb a alone n Lunar orb t wh le they were on the
Moon's surface.
Armstrong and Aldr n spent just under a day on the Lunar surface before rendezvous ng w th Columb a
n Lunar orb t.
.........
Apollo 11 was launched by a Saturn V rocket from Kennedy Space Center n Merr tt Island, Flor da,
on July 16, 1969.
They returned to Earth and landed n the Pac f c Ocean on July 24.
Broadcast on l ve TV to a worldw de aud ence (*est mated more than 500 m ll on people worldw de
watched th s greatest h��stor��c Event there n), Armstrong stepped onto the Lunar surface and
descr bed the event as

"one small step for (a) man, one g��ant leap for mank��nd."
_____________________________________________________________________________
*It can clearly be witnessed, in these images by NASA, here:

Historic Apollo "Moon Landing Effort" Images
https://airandspace.si.edu/albums/apollo11images
_____________________________________________________________________________

*We should certainly note that in this wellknown/specific Country (of NASA) above,
wherein this greatest historic Event/Achievement has thus spectacularly been witnessed
therein above,
https://airandspace.si.edu/exploreandlearn/topics/apollo/apolloprogram/landingmissions/apollo11facts.cfm

it is thus officially always stated in these specific orders as:

Launch Date (from "the Earth"): July 16, 1969

= "7 / 16 / 1969"
at "13.32.00" UTC (=Universal Coordinated Time)

Landing Date (onto "the Moon"): July 20, 1969

= "7 / 20 / 1969"
at "20.17.40" UTC

and then
"Return"

Launch Date (from "the Moon"): July 21, 1969

= "7 / 21 / 1969"
at "17.54.01" UTC (=Universal Coordinated Time)

Landing Date (onto "the Earth"): July 24, 1969

= "7 / 24 / 1969"

Landing Date (onto "the Earth"): July 24, 1969

= "7 / 24 / 1969"
at "16.50.35" UTC

thereby, we can take it into Account
always perfectly in these "specific orders" = "Month / Day / Year" above.
And we will take all of those precise Times (rightfully excluding the "seconds" therein) into Account
always perfectly in these "most essential forms" =
at "13.32" UTC
at "20.17" UTC
at "17.54" UTC
at "16.50" UTC

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely coherent/consistent manner, for/in all Cases,
therein above.

So now let us see all of those most Powerful and clear Evidences
which will unmistakably show us that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
by HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly foretold in this most essential and exclusive Verses,
from the very Beginning,
in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=84/1819),
this greatest historic Event, in this respect, in the whole history of Humankind,
that has spectacularly taken place on
these most specific "Dates" and precise "Times" above,

"Most AWESOMELY"

&

"Most WONDROUSLY"

now here thus:
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All Judgment

All Judgment

belongs to

belongs to

ALLAH ALLAH
QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No.

84

18 And "the Moon" as it grows to its fullness.
19 (So), you will "absolutely ride" layer upon layer (of/ n "altitudes"
when go ng to that "Moon" above and also when return ng from there.)
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*Please, absolutely note that
"the Moon" had already just turned in the direction of "growing to its fullness"
from July 16 towards July 24 in the year 1969 above:
______________
*we can clearly witness it here:

https://www.calendar12.com/moon_calendar/1969/july
______________
when the Humans first landed on "the Moon" and returned successfully therein above,
as it has most Wisely and strongly been Emphasized by our LORD

ALLAH

in these Verses, also in this most specific Respect above,
in the very first place, therein thus:
===============
18 And "the Moon" as it "grows to its fullness" (=in Arabic: idha "attasaqa").
19 (So), you will "absolutely ride" layer upon layer (of/ n "altitudes"
when go ng to that "Moon" above and also when return ng from there, w th n th s "most spec��f��c ��nterval of T��me" above.)
QURAN TESTAMENT Chapter No.
===============

84

Verses No.

1819

So now, let us clearly witness these "Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" Phenomena above,
this time by rightfully indicating
the precise "Time (=i.e. "Hour" and "Minute") of the Day" perfectly in place of those specific "Days" above,
and clearly see it again in exact Same/Similar manner,
now here again thus:
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All Judgment

All Judgment

belongs to

belongs to

ALLAH ALLAH
QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No.

84

18 And "the Moon" as it grows to its fullness.
19 (So), you will "absolutely ride" layer upon layer (of/ n "altitudes"
when go ng to that "Moon" above and also when return ng from there.)
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*Please, absolutely note that
for/within those first "two Cases" above,
we have thus rightfully taken those specific "Time of Day"
again always as/in UTC (=Universal Coordinated T ime) therein

into account
with regard to "Earth" therein as: 13.32

with regard to "Moon" therein as: 08.17

>>

>>

and then
for that "Returning" therein as:

50.16

for that "Returning" therein as:

<<

54.05

<<

===========
And thereafter,
===========
for/within those second "two Cases" above,
we have thus rightfully taken those specific "Time of Day"
again, always as/in UTC (=Universal Coordinated T ime) therein

into account
this time
with regard to "Earth" therein as: 01.32

with regard to "Moon" therein as: 20.17

>>

>>

and then
for that "Returning" therein as:

50.04

for that "Returning" therein as:

<<

54.17

<<

in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner above,
for/within both of those "two Cases" above, from the very Beginning.

So finally, again, we can thus clearly and unmistakably see that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely

Knows all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,

by HIS Superb Knowledge that is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT
in these most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=84/1819) therein above,
this greatest historic Event, in this respect, in the whole history of Humankind,
that has spectacularly taken place on
these most specific "Dates" and precise "Times" above,
even from the very Beginning, in such a
in QURAN TESTAMENT above:

"Most AWESOME"

&

"Most MIRACULOUS"

Perfect Manner,

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53
=
74/30

So, is not our LORD

ALLAH Absolutely "AllKnowing," "AllAware,"

from the very Beginning, (="31/34")
of all past and present and future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
again, Finally, here:
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 20/110 = 31/34 =

84/1819
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16 I solemnly swear by the rosydusk.
17 And the night and all that it surrounds.
18 And "the Moon" (=in Arabic: "alQamar") as it grows to its fullness.
19 (So), you will "absolutely ride" (=in Arabic: "latarkabunna") layer upon layer (of/ n altitudes,
when go ng to that "Moon" above from here on July

16, 1969

f rst,

and then also when return ng from there on July

21, 1969

f rst, n the whole h story of humank nd here),

(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it on our "19" coded Tables above, in this Final Age now.)
20 But what (is the matter) with them, that they even after clearly witnessing all of those "Signs" (="Ayat")
on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/47 do not believe (=la "yuminoona"),
21 And when the QURAN is recited unto them, they even after clearly witnessing all of those "Signs" (="Ayat")
on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 do not prostrate (=la "yasjudoona").
22 No, those who have disbelieved are rejecting (="yukadhdhiboona") regarding "the left side" of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/47,
23 And

ALLAH is Best Knower of what they are concealing (="youoona") against "the right side" of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/49!
24 So give goodnews to them (when/if they insist on their such hostility, total arrogance and ignorance
against those clear "Signs" (="Ayat") here: 22/72 & 85/410 even to the very end here: 4/1718
consequently) of (such) a painful Retribution (=40/1722, 40)!
25 Except for those who thus especially, due to/on all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the left side" of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/47 believe (="amanoo") and due to/on all of those "Signs" (="Ayat")
on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 work for RighteousDeeds (="amiloo" alSalihaat)
for them (will be granted such) an "ExcellentReward" unending (=32/1519)!
QURAN TESTAMENT 84/16171819202122232425
____________________________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that
those "S��gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left s��de" above (=29/47), and those "S��gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the r��ght s��de"
above (=29/49), are thus d rectly related to the "Rem��nder" (="Dh��kra") there n, f rst of all (=29/47
and

"19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

here aga n (=74/2630,

= 29/49 = 29/"51"),

of/ n QURAN TESTAMENT s that "Rem��nder" (="Dh��kra")

"31"), from the very beg nn ng!

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Remain in peace/salaam.
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